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My name is Thomas A. Schatz, and I am president of Citizens Against Government Waste (CAGW). CAGW was founded in 1984 by the late industrialist J. Peter Grace and nationally-syndicated columnist Jack Anderson to build support for implementation of President Ronald Reagan’s Grace Commission recommendations and other waste-cutting proposals. Since its inception, CAGW has been at the forefront of the fight for efficiency, economy, and accountability in government. CAGW has more than one million members and supporters nationwide, and, over the past 35 years, the organization has helped save taxpayers $1.3 trillion through the implementation of Grace Commission findings and other recommendations.

CAGW does not accept government funds. The organization’s mission reflects the interests of taxpayers and covers a wide variety of issues, including technology and telecommunications. The sale of federal assets, including spectrum, has been part of CAGW’s agenda for many years.

The October 25, 2018 Presidential Memorandum on Developing a Sustainable Spectrum Strategy for America’s Future made it clear that access to spectrum is a critical component to maintaining America’s lead in next generation technologies, particularly 5G network deployment.¹ The widespread use of wireless 5G will dramatically change mobile communications across the nation and lay the groundwork to support an increasing number of Internet of Things applications and devices. While 5G networks are currently being deployed using high-band millimeter wave and low-band spectrum, deployment of 5G using mid-band spectrum is essential. CAGW appreciates the Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government and particularly Chairman Kennedy’s leadership to ensure that taxpayers are protected throughout the process of determining how to make as much mid-band spectrum as possible available for this purpose.

Mid-band is considered the sweet spot of spectrum, with unique properties that make it especially effective for 5G infrastructure deployment. According to an August 2, 2017 Intel blog, “Mid-Band spectrum is especially well suited for mobile broadband due to its wide coverage, and potential for low latency, and high reliability.”² Mid-band doesn’t require several small cells to be located in a condensed area because data signals

can travel through a larger range in the spectrum; its wide channels also allow for high-speed data transfers.

The economic impact of mid-band spectrum utilization was examined in a February 2019 Analysis Group study, which found that reallocating 400 MHz of spectrum in the 3.45 to 4.2 GHz range for licensed mid-band spectrum would lead to $154 billion in capital expenditures by wireless providers for 5G networks over seven years, add $274 billion to U.S. GDP, and create 1.3 million new direct and indirect jobs.\(^3\)

On July 12, 2018, the FCC adopted an Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Expanding Flexible Use of the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz Band (GN Docket No. 18-122) to review the potential for using this mid-band spectrum, also known as the c-band, for further 5G deployment.\(^4\) This 500 MHz swath of prime spectrum is currently used by satellite and video content providers for content distribution, and satellite phone service for those areas where existing landline or cellular capabilities are non-existent or unreliable.

However, c-band spectrum is underutilized. The satellite industry has indicated a willingness to vacate 200 MHz of the 500 MHz, but there is an ongoing debate over whether this is sufficient, as well as how the spectrum might be re-purposed and sold.

If c-band spectrum is sold through the normal FCC auction process with strong oversight, the proceeds would go to the taxpayers, incumbent users of the spectrum would be protected, and the spectrum would be used for 5G development and deployment. If it is sold through a private sale or auction conducted by a small group of satellite companies, there are questions about their ability to sell something they do not own; there is no guarantee taxpayers would see any of the revenues generated from the sale; incumbent users are not assured they will be made whole; and there would be limited FCC oversight. The government has a strong interest in making sure this process works like other auctions, because spectrum is unlike any other public asset in terms of its value and strategic importance for the future of the economy and national security.

Since 1994, the FCC has conducted 102 spectrum auctions, which have generated more than $122 billion for taxpayers.\(^5\) An auction of c-band spectrum has the potential to add $11 billion to $60 billion to that total, depending on the amount of spectrum made available for sale and the amount of net proceeds available following reimbursement for the cost of vacating and reallocating the spectrum.\(^6\) Given this track record of success, it
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is difficult to see why any entity other than the FCC should be permitted to conduct the c-band spectrum auction.

There have been several proposals provided to the FCC on how best to utilize the c-band spectrum and sell portions of the spectrum for 5G. One suggestion is to use the incentive auction authorization provided by the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, which included provisions to increase the amount of spectrum available for mobile use by allocating additional federally held unused spectrum to be auctioned by the FCC.\(^7\) This law also provided authorization for the FCC to conduct the first reverse incentive auctions to make additional spectrum available to mobile providers, from which the proceeds are being used for nationwide deployment of FirstNet, a first responder communications network, and deficit reduction.

If this process was used for c-band, satellite owners and their customers would be reimbursed for vacating a certain amount of spectrum through a reverse auction, and then the FCC would repackage the vacated spectrum and sell it in a forward auction to mobile carriers. Another proposal would increase the amount of available spectrum to at least 370 MHz of spectrum by recommending that the net proceeds from an FCC conducted c-band auction are used to bring the content carried over satellite back to earth by building out fiber across the country to deliver the data between the broadcast stations.

The most widely-publicized and controversial proposal for mobile carriers to gain access to the c-band has been proposed by the C-Band Alliance (CBA), a consortium of satellite owners who have agreed to vacate their customers from the lower 200 MHz of c-band spectrum and sell this spectrum in the private market. In April 2019, CAGW published a report, “The Race to 5G: Protecting Taxpayers Through Spectrum Auctions.”\(^8\) I ask that the report be included along with my written testimony for the record.

One of the issues raised in CAGW’s report is whether the satellite companies have or can obtain the authority to sell something they do not own, but only have a license to use. In FCC auctions, the government is selling spectrum that it owns. In secondary market sales, companies that purchased spectrum licenses from the FCC may sell them to another company. Therefore, ownership is paramount to the ability to sell federal assets.

Rights to the c-band spectrum are more complicated than some respondents to the FCC’s notice of proposed rulemaking would make it seem. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Constitution, radio frequencies and satellite orbits are limited natural resources, and therefore must be used in a manner that will allow for equitable access.\(^9\) Globally, the ITU Radiocommunications Sector (ITU-
R) manages radio-frequency spectrum and satellite orbits to ensure a rational, equitable, efficient, and economical use of the radio-frequency spectrum of all radiocommunications systems, including those using satellite orbits.\(^\text{10}\)

The c-band spectrum is governed by a “full-band, full-arc” policy which means that rather than users receiving and holding an ownership right to one specific frequency in the band, the FCC has given all users of the band equal access to the entire 500 MHz of spectrum within the band, allowing ground stations to point their satellite dishes in every direction toward every possible geosynchronous satellite.\(^\text{11}\) Because incumbent users of the c-band spectrum have authorization to access the entire 500 MHz as part of the full-band, full-arc policy, individual corporate rights within the c-band are amorphous, but the government’s rights are clear.

Questions have also been raised about whether the lower 200 MHz of spectrum described in the CBA plan will be enough for 5G deployment. GSMA, which represents mobile operators around the world, recommends that regulators allocate at least 80-100 MHz of contiguous mid-band spectrum and around 1 GHz of millimeter wave bands (26/28 GHz) to each mobile operator.\(^\text{12}\) China has already begun assigning a minimum 100 MHz to each of their mobile operators within the c-band.\(^\text{13}\) Based on one of the CBA’s submissions to the FCC, of the 200 MHz they plan to clear for mobile use, only 180 MHz would be available, due to the necessity of a 20 MHz guard band between the lower mobile portion of spectrum use and the upper satellite use. This means that only two carriers would have access to barely enough spectrum to deploy 5G networks in the mid-band using this spectrum, and if the spectrum was sold through a private sale or auction, the CBA would be placed in the untenable position of picking winners and losers in the U.S. marketplace.

The CBA’s second-price, sealed bid auction proposal is exceptionally complex and lacks transparency in how winning bids would be determined, creating uncertainty for mobile providers. The novelty of the CBA proposal would require additional time as bid evaluation metrics are developed and auditing and transparency protocols are created to ensure a fair bidding process. Potential bidders must also be educated on how such a sale would be conducted. Yet, the CBA claims its process would be more efficient and faster than an FCC auction.

Any delay in the sale of the spectrum is a luxury the U.S. government does not have in its race with China and other countries to deploy 5G. By contrast, the FCC-conducted
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A public auction process is well-documented and administratively simple, encouraging a broad spectrum of bidders from a variety of incumbents, and new entrants.

A 2014 GSMA study reviewed the costs of re-allocating 400 MHz of c-band spectrum in Australia and Indonesia, noting that based on the number of providers in the area, this is optimal amount of spectrum that could be reused for mobile broadband purposes in the APEC area. This same amount of spectrum could provide four carriers in the U.S. with sufficient spectrum, keeping 100 MHz of spectrum available for satellite use.

Finally, there is a question about how the proceeds from any sale of the c-band spectrum would be allocated. Under the CBA proposal, the satellite owners would retain any profits achieved from the sale of the spectrum after expenses of reallocating, vacating, and repurposing the spectrum are deducted.

The deal is being called a “windfall” for the members of the CBA. Hedge fund Kerrisdale Capital Management estimated that a private sale would increase Intelsat’s value by 757 percent in value and SES’s value by 217 percent, and that the total value of the sale of the spectrum could be as much as $60 billion. They have offered a small “contribution” to the U.S. Treasury, but Eutelsat’s withdrawal from the Alliance leaves this in doubt.

As CAGW noted in its April 19 report: “The C-Band Alliance has received commitments from its members to ‘undertake, manage, and complete all necessary actions to effectuate’ customer migration and has proposed covering the moving expenses of their satellite service customers with 120 percent of the costs of re-packing them onto new satellites. However, this commitment only applies to members of the C-Band Alliance [which now has one fewer member] and provides little assurance to incumbents using other satellite providers that their video and audio content will continue to be delivered as expected.”

As FCC Commissioner Michael O’Rielly stated during the July 12, 2018 FCC meeting, “any reallocation must fully protect the incumbent users that currently use the c-band to bring many services to consumers. … That does not mean they all must be
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accommodated on remaining c-band spectrum, but their ability to offer services cannot be disrupted.”

Due to the questions about property rights associated with this spectrum; the broad experience of the FCC in conducting public auctions; the obscure secondary market auction proposed by the CBA and its failure to assure the protection of all incumbents and users; and the lack of a guarantee that taxpayers will benefit from the sale or that the spectrum would be used for 5G in the CBA plan, CAGW believes that only an FCC-led public auction can provide the best and most objective outcome for all interested parties, including satellite operators, cable operators, broadcasters, and programmers. As FCC Commissioner Brendan Carr noted during the FCC’s April 12, 2019 meeting, the agency’s auction proceedings are “a model for the world.”

Several senators and representatives support the FCC auction process for the c-band, including Sen. Steve Daines (R-Mont.) and Rep. Greg Gianforte (R-Mont.) who sent a letter to the FCC on July 25, 2019, urging the agency to conduct the assignment of 5G licenses in the c-band “through a traditional public process that offers transparency and equal opportunity.”

CAGW also appreciates Chairman Kennedy’s strong leadership on this issue. His efforts to support the public auction of this spectrum will provide transparency to taxpayers and prevent U.S.-owned spectrum from being sold on the private market. Such an auction will ensure the taxpayers’ interests are protected, and any proceeds above and beyond relocation costs and expenses should revert to the treasury. The chairman’s continued advocacy to ensure that auction proceeds are repurposed to help bridge the digital divide and give rural America access to the latest in telecommunications technology will also enhance and maintain the nation’s leadership in 5G.

Report language has been included in the fiscal year 2020 Senate Financial Services Appropriations Act that suggests only the FCC should conduct a public auction of the c-band spectrum: “The Committee encourages the FCC to prioritize resources toward exploring opportunities for spectrum to help accelerate the deployment of 5G to rural communities. The mid-band spectrum, specifically the C-band, is particularly well-suited
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for 5G services. However, the Committee remains concerned by proposals that entail limited FCC oversight and public input, and contain no guarantee that taxpayers and the U.S. Treasury benefit from revenues generated by the sale of 5G licenses. The airwaves are a public resource, and the Federal Government has a responsibility to exercise appropriate oversight of its allocation. Therefore, the Committee encourages the FCC to conduct a public auction of the c-band spectrum that is fair, open, and transparent.”

CAGW agrees with this report language, which sends a strong message to the FCC that the airwaves are a public resource and any sale of c-band spectrum should be conducted through an FCC public auction to protect the taxpayers’ interests.

I would like to thank the subcommittee and in particular Chairman Kennedy for your efforts to ensure that as much spectrum as possible is made available for 5G and other mobile and Wi-Fi uses, and the proceeds from the sale of any publicly-held spectrum benefits taxpayers, the economy, and U.S. global technological leadership. I appreciate you inviting me to testify and I am prepared to answer any questions you may have.
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